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Mass. State College S~stem Week: 
Colleges Stress Contemporary Image 
by Sue Asci • 
The week of October 14th 
through the 22nd has been 
designated as Massachusetts State 
College System week. 
"The program is an effort to get 
across to the public, a 
contemporary image of the state 
college system," said Dr. Anderson, 
who is also the Academic Dean at 
BSC. "For years, many people have 
had the idea of the state colleges, in 
general, that they are still normal 
schools (teaching schools). There's 
very little awareness that state 
colleges ha've more programs other 
than teaching," Anderson noted. 
The wek begins with an 
invitational dinner on Saturday 
evening, October 14th. Invitations 
are being received by legislators, 
executives of businesses from the 
area, - publishers, media people, 
some key people in the field of 
education, and some of the BSC 
staff. 
'Chancellor James Hammond, 
who is the chancellor of the entire 
Massachusetts State College 
System, will be a featured speaker. 
He will probably deliver a picture of 
the whole Mass. State College 
System. 
Structure of MSSA 
Local chapters are formed and managed by each 
campus's student government: The central steering' 
committee of the MSSA is the Executive Board com-
pose<l of four officers who hold the responsibility for the" 
MSSA ~orporation; the Regional Coordinators act as link 
between the local chapter and LAB office and the Student 
Trustees who sit on the five segmental boards. The 
Executive Board pres pares the agenda for MSSA 
membership meetings and acts' on the behalf of the 
membership in emergency situation~. 
There will also be a multi-media 
show presented which reflects 
various aspects of the college. A 
choral group will provide 
entertainment. 
An Open House at the entire 
college will take place on October 
15th. The entire community, 
parents, prospective students and 
their parents are all welcome. 
, "Exhibits "will be set up in various 
places," Dean Anderson said. 
"Various divisions and departments 
are preparing exhibits. Also, people 
will be available to talk about 
different programs. Student guides 
will be present." 
There will also be some 
demonstrations, such as a 
demonstration of the electron 
microscope for example, during the 
day and refreshments will be served. 
A morning session will be held on 
Tuesday, followd by a luncheon_ 
"Counsellors from high schools, 
and from community and junior 
colleges will attend. We will acquaint 
them with the campus," Dean 
Anderson stated. "It is helpful for 
tl]em in giving advice to students. 
M.S.S.A.: 
It's also an opportunity for them to 
talk with various department 
members. 
Wednesday will be a similar day. 
Business people, others from 
industry and various agencies will 
attend. Job placement will be 
discussed. Dean Anderson will 
deliver a presentation on Tuesday 
and Wednesday. 
BSe will present the play 
Camelot on Thursday, Friaay, and 
Saturday. A dinner will follow after 
the Saturday evening performance. 
Further events and details will 
announced. 
A group of people are working on 
the program, The week~long 
program has never been done 
before. The Mass. State College 
System is made up of ten campuses. 
Similar programs will be going on at 
each of the state colleges. 
"There's been a great deal of 
discussion of the state 'college 
system," Dean Anderson said. "We 
are trying to get across the message 
that the State College relates 
directly to the needs of the 
community and offers great 
opportunities to students." 
Dean Anderson, Academic 
Dean of the college describes 
what Mass. State College 
System Week is all about. 
Lobbying for Higher Education 
Time passes, leaving its mark 
lIpon everthing it touches. Among 
those things which havecl~an$Sd 
must be included the mechaniCs of 
politics. Once, legislators were 
'more responsive to their 
constituents desires. Today, by 
contrast, the political system 
includes a middle ground where 
special interests can communicate 
directly with the law makers. We are 
in the age of the lobbyist. One may 
now find it more advantageous to 
align' with 9thers who share their 
viewpoint to present a unified, 
powerful voice. 
'The Massachusetts.State 
Students Association is"· such a 
group. Representin~ t~e interests of 
its member institutions, the 
M.S.S.A. works closely with the 
state houses sponsoring legislation 
and insuring that its voice is heard. 
The organization has, as its 
purpose, the lobbying for the rights 
of public college, and university 
students. 
memberShip dues with a proposed 
budget of $14,214. 
All major policy ,decisions are set 
by the General Assembly which met 
this weekend. Bridgewater was 
represented in the person of Kim 
Cleghorn. -
ANew Place to Learn 
This focus, though singular,', is 
not narrow. A wide 'range of topics 
are dealt with at the Legislative 
Advocacy Bureau (LAB), the 
lobbying and organizing branch of 
M.S.S.A. According to coordinator 
Jim Posgay, things are at a hectic 
pace right now with the upcoming 
elections. The Association is 
pressing the candidates to make a 
definite commitment to public 
higher education. Failure of the tax 
reorganization plan in November 
would likely result in a Proposition 
13 resolution. If this were to occur, a 
thirty to fifty per cent cut in the 
allowances to higher education 
could be expected. 
Among topics discussed at the 
assembly were M.S.S.A. sponsored 
bills soon ·to be filed before the 
legislature. These proposals would 
in effect grant students rights at the 
collective bargaining table; place 
students on the Building Authorities . 
at U-Mass~ U-Lowell and at the state 
colleges; and grant students access 
to course and teacher evaluation 
mat e rial colle c ted by t he 
institutions. 
On their way to the Great Hill 
ParkingLot, manys·tudents pass by 
a building site on Burrill Ave. each 
day. The new building will combine a 
lab .school and an academic class 
and office building. 
"Realistically, it should be 
completed by September 1980," 
said Mr. Ed Meany, Director of 
Planning and Development. 
The single story section of the 
building will be the lab schooL Some 
students from the Burnell School 
will be transferred there. These 
students are prospective teachers 
learning teaching techniques under 
tl}e sup~rvision of professional 
teachers: Also, some teachers out in 
the field in public schools will be 
retrained with some new techniques 
and new theory, for example, under 
. the Master's Program. 
"The new facility will serve two 
regional objectives," Mr. Meany 
said, "a strong diagnostic service 
center and an in-service 
instructional center." 
The pupils will be from the town of 
Bridgewater. 
"One classroom for each grade 
(12-4) will be equipped for remote 
video," Mr. Meany said. "The 
student teacher can video tape the 
lesson and observe it later." 
The rooms will feature increased 
lighting and microphones in the 
ceiling. Thi~ provideb that there will 
be no disturbance to the natural " 
setting in the room. 
HThe third story section of the 
building will house twenty~one 
college classrooms and has the 
capacity to house ninety faculty 
offices," he explained. ' 
The building will house a 
cafetorium a gym, science and art 
rooms, a large resource center, and 
an area for story-telling. 
The total of the two sections will 
enclose an area of one hundred and 
sixteen square feet. The offices to 
be· located in the new building have 
not yet been chosen. 
This is.the building cite of the new lab school and academic class and office building due to be 
complete in September of 1980.' ' 
. The Association is not merely 
defensive though. Vowed to a 
continued drive to campaign for 
better quality education, the 
organization is also presenting their 
ideas for making public higher 
education more accessible to all 
classes of people. 
The' Association consists 
presently of nineteen of the state's 
thirty public institutions, including 
Bridgewater. 
Funding is primarily through 
Field Hocke'y, p. 9 
According to M.S.S.A. officials, 
this is but .the beginning-of what is 
hoped will be a long standing 
student commitment to quality 
education. The Association intends 
to' make its presence felt in 
Massachusetts politics. In order to 
do so, however I ac::tive support on 
the campus levelwill be a necessary 
factor. The memberinstituions are 
urged to promote grass root 
support of M.s.S:A. issues. The 
LAB office has promised assistance 
to any members sending st,udent· 
lobbyists to the next Congress. This 
assistance. will be in the form of 
research, advice and lodging. 
Anyone wishing to become active 
in the M.S,S.A. should see AI Silva, 
SGA President and regional 
M.S.S.A. coordinator. Gi~en 
sufficient support on the state's 
campuses, the M.S.s.A. could 
become a very influential factor in 
Massachusetts politics. 
This Week 
Announcements .... , . p. 3 
Classifieds ... , ....... p. 8 
Culture ........... p. 6&7 
Editorials, letters ...... p. 2 
Scronson .;., ........ p.2 
Sports ......... p. 9; 11, 12 
"History is made by events .. but lasts in the memory by the written truth. H 
··M. Gardner 
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RAVE YOU EVE'R 
WO #JDE"RED 
Wfl'i "nUS 
... SO BEAUT! fO t. ? 
'feS -.r HAVE",· 
ANt> \jOti ARE' 'TOO 
ST AS LOVeL.". 
Editorials 
-Change 0/ registration 
It has recently come to my attention that there is a strong faction on 
campus urging many students to change their voter registration from 
their hometowns to the town of Bridgewater. 
While is is within their rights as residents (the residency requirement 
for this town is one day) and voting should be encouraged, 1 question if it 
is ethical for the students to make possibly critical decisions in a town 
they will only be residing in for four years. 
The actions of the town, aside from the granting of a liquor license, and 
traffic control have little bearing on the school itself. -
In theory, the students could comprise a bloc of at least 1,000 votes 
(off-campus and dormitories). Such a bloc could easily place a selectman 
in office or be responsible for the disposition of a critical town 
referendum. Since such a referendum would probably not affect student 
voters (few would pay taxes in Bridgewater), therefore a serious issue 
regarding town services could easily be passed by the students 
increasing the tax burden. ' 
If the students did control such a large bloc of votes then they could 
easily elect their own man into office. I feel such an elected official would 
be looked upon as an outsider by the rest of the town. 
governmenl 
The students have, as ) said before; every legal right to chang€ their 
voter registration to Bridgewater, but before anyone does I suggest they 
take a good dqse look at their motives for wanting to change. 
Everyone aoes have the right to vote, and should exercizetheir rights, 
but remember with every right and freedom granted to an individual the 
individual must reciprocate by exercizing their rights and freedoms' in a 
mature and responsible manner_ 
RAC 




To The Underclassmen of 
BSCfrom The Fraternity of Phi Pi 
Delta 
During, the past two years,· our 
Fraternity has tried to run several 
dances, raffles and drawings. 
Unfortunately they have been quite 
unsuccessful. In order that we may 
continue to serve the college 
community by providing activities to 
students who continually complain 
about the lack of "anything to do 
here", we need the support of the 
student body. 
During this year we are planning 
several activities~ Among them are a 
Ski Raffle, A Three Stooges Film 
Festival;· A dance in the Ballroom 
and a $100.00 spending spree at th~ 
CoIIege Bookstore for next 
semester. 
We als.o are planning on 
conducting- fall pledging which will 
beginin mid-October. Both resident 
and commuter underclassmen are 
welcomed to pledge .. Thank-you for 
your support· during the school 
year. 
MiChael Young-class of vice· 
president Phi Pi Delta 
"Thank You" 
Dear Editor, 
On behalf of the Executive Board 
of the Class of 1979, I would like to 
extend our sincere appreciation to 
all those letting our first party be a 
success. Special .thanks to Jdf 
Hawkins, President of the Class of 
1980, and his officers and crew. 
Also, especially those unexpected 
volunteers, your services were well 
received. I would like to name all of 
you, but the number being so great 
it is nearly impossible. To all those 
attending and enjoying themselves, 
you are what made the party. A 
personal note to the 1979 Class 
officers forthework and dedication 
put into preparing the function, a 
very deserved goad job. Thank you 
Nancy, Trish, Brian, Leeane, Chris, 








J would like to express mysuprise 
at many students at B.S.C. Each 
day a large number of people buy 
their .Iunches,coffee,snacks, etc. at 
the commuter cafe. For some 
reason these .students chose not to 
sit and-eat in the commuter cafe, 
instead they bring their food to the 
sub shop (which, by the way does 
not open until 4:30)~ 
There they eat the food, study, 
smoke, and whatever,· and leave the 
mess right there on the table! 
Now it probably wouldn't matter 
much if 3 or 4 people did this each 
day, but for some reason the sub 
shop is getting to be a popular spot. I 
walked by there this. morning as 
early as 10:00 and the place was 
already adisaster,.i 
Icornpain becatis!Zf work at the 
subshop every afternoon,·, 
supposedly at 4:00 , when we set up 
the food and get ready to serve at 
4:30. But lately we have been 
opening later and later and I am 
forced to go to work earlier and 
earlier. I have spent up to 45 minutes 
cleaning tables and chairs. My last 
class ends at 3 and I just cannot 
come in any earlier. 
Sooner or later I am sure p€ople 
are going to complain about our 
opening 10-15 minutes late, so 
before that happens I would lide to 
apologize for the times we have 
opened late and the times we may in 
the future , but I cannot be held 
responsible for' other peoples 
irresponsibilities. 
I was hired to cook at the sub 
shop, not clean up atter the slobs 
who use it when it is not open. 
Respecfully, 
Kim Cleghorn 
" t · ht ... ou rIg 
censorship ... " 
Dear Bob. 
Last . week, 'in the Comment 
Office, I asked you if you would be 
willing to print . a. public service 
advertisement for the· ?reterm 
Clinic - an organization which 
serves the community in dealing 
with family planning, birth control, 
and abortions. You promptly said 
"NO". You went on to say that since 
Preterm preforms abortions, you 
will not print an advertisement for 
them in your paper -and it is within 
your realm as the editor not to do 
so: 
Well, maybe your position allows 
you to make such editing decisions, 
but I do -believe that your position 
also obliges you to act in just the 
opposite way. Abortion has been 
the subject of many long debates, 
but as in all arguements dealing with 
moral issues, there will probably 
never be a solution that will please 
everyone. 
I don't feel that it is necessary to 
remind you· of what the First 
Ammendment to the U.S. 
Constitution states, but I would like 
to call to your attention a passage 
from the Supreme Court's decision 
an the case Emerson vrs. Board of 
Education (1947): ' 
"Neither state nor Federal 
government...can force nor-
influence a person ... to profess a 
belief or disbelief in any religion. 
No person can be punished for 
entertaining or professing 
religious beliefs or disbeliefs ... " 
This decision also upholds your 
position . as an INDIVIDUAL. But 
you cannot, as an INDMDUAL, 
influence "anyone to believe or 
disbelieve in abortion, birth control, 
or jumping rope, for that matter.-
especially through outright 
censorship. 
The factthat you, as an individual, 
do not believe in abortions (fori 
whatever reason ~ be it religious or 
not) does not give you the right to 
limit the readers of THE 
COMMENT only to types of 
. information you feel they should be 
exposed to. Do. you believe that if 
you do not print this information 
,that students will never somehow, 
some way be exposed to it? Do you 
believe that if YOU- ignore the fact 
" . 
that there are legitimate legal 
services dealing with birth control 
and abortion, then they will not 
exist? 
In any case, abortion is not the 
only service that the Preterm Clinic 
has to offer. Birth control is also an 
important issue that people our age 
should be exposed to. Family 
planning, pregnancy counselling, 
etc., are services that can only be 
beneficial. 
I feel that you, as the Editor-in· 
chief of THE COMMENT, have a 
moral obligation to the readers and 
lOwner (BSC students' money pays 
for THE COMMENT, remember?) 
of this paper to print public service 
messages, whether they conflict 
with yours or not. It is up· to the 
individual readers of the paper to 
decide whether or not they would 
like to take advantage of the 
services. We are not children. 
These issues are an important part 
of life. Our college newspaper is 
supposed to serve us, 
As a mature individual. if I were 
the editor of THE COMMENT, J 
would have printed the advertise-
ment and written an editorial 
stating by position on and support 
or non·support of the issue; that 
way I would not have to change my 
. beliefs, nor anyone elses, and I 
would probably be respected by all 
people involved by doing so. 
A good newspaper presents both 
sides of an issue and lets the public 
decide which side they will support_ 
A good editor knows that when s/he 
takes the office. 
With all respect, 
Kim Cleghorn 
Ed.'s Note: 
J do not believe for one minute 
that my refusal to allow advocates 
0/ abortion to have ads printed in 
The Comment will prevent 
women from having abortions. 
Although I have a mora/-
obligation to in/arm the students, I 
have a stronger moral obligation to 
oppose abortions, and unfortunate· 
ly editorial disclaimers are not 
always read. 
Women on ca...mpus should 
consult the College Health Services 
for any medical problems (including 
pregnancy). 
This service is free, strictly 
confidential, and eliminates the 
need to seek help off campuJ.-RAC 
NOTICE OF ERROR: 
In an 'article that pppeared in the 
last edition of The Comment, titled: 
"Find what you Need Right Here", it 
was stated that meal tickets could 
be used in the commuter cafeteria at 
lunch time. This is not correct. Meal 
tickets can be used at the evening 
meal at the Sub Shop or the 
Rathskellar. All lunch meals must be 
eaten at THly. We apologize for the 
error. The Editors 
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I Announcements I 
PHI PI DEL TA RAFFLE WINNERS 
Sept. 26, 1978 
1st prize-- Lenore Valutevich 
2nd prize·· D. Jones 
3rd prize-- Jim Schneider 
--- ........... _-.-----_.-------- ... --.-- ... --.-----.----.--SPRING STUDENT TEACiiiNG···························· .. ·· .. ·········-······ 
Stu.dents who desire a Spring 1979 Off·Campus student teaching 
assIgnment who have not yet filed the appropriate application form are 
reminded" that the deadline for filing is Oct_ 1. Copies of the 
aforementioned application form are available from the offices of departmental chairpersons. Secondary education students are directed to the Secondary Education Department office. Students will receive 
assignments only if they have been formally accepted into a Teacher Preparation Program and maintain good' standing in ·relation to the 
criteria for that program. 
········iiii·iiMi:s··oi··iHiHOLOCAVsi-········ __ ··_··_·· ....................... . 
"The Times of the HolocaustN through the works of a German Christian 
martyr, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, is a seminar on the life and thought of this Christian theologian who participated in a plot to remove Hitler and was later imprisoned for this stand. Mondays, beginning September 25 through October 30, 7:30 PM upstairs from Church Street entrance, Central Square Church it will be led by Daniel Novotry, and assisted by Janet Brooks. Mr. Novotny has studied with Eberhard Bethge, Bonhoeffer's friend and biographer. He has read widely in the theology of the period and offered seminars of the theologies of the 20th 
century at Mt. ~t . .Mary College and the University of New Hampshire. 
Take a Class with 
Christian F ellowsh~p! 
Kodachrome film is evidence of 
what can happen when two 
amateurs put their heads together in 
a Common project. At age 21, two 
young musicians set out together to 
find a way to make color pictures. 
They had no background ,in 
photography except as an -interest., 
The kitchen was their laboratory. 
One year later, these two 
amateurs scored a breakthrough 
that eventually led to. the color 
picture process; But more than this-
- these two men were able to achieve 
a degree of personal satisfaction and 
accomplishment by working 
together whcih neither would have 
attained by himself. To understand 
this simple principle is to, 
understand the basis and the. secret 
of these group experiences. 
The principle is this. The average 
person will learn more and 
accomplish more by working in a ' 
group than he will by himself. 
The purpose of the groups is to 
provide a basis on which you can 
discover for yourself, in the context 
of an understanding, sympathetic 
group, your own truths and 
answers; these are unique 
experiments in which a group of 
students join together around a 
common interest. For many eople, 
life has lost is moorings--and the 
p~rson is at sea in the cross currents 
of life. 
The groups meet for six. weeks for 
one hour, time and date· to be 
determined by the schedules of 
those who partiCipate. If you are 
interested, you may enroll at 
CHristian Fellowship office," 3rd 
floor, Student Union, Campus 
Organizations room. Information or 
registration can be found there. 
Deadline: October 9th. 
COPING WITH DEATH: a 
discussion of death from the 
viewpoint of Western and Eastern 
Religions, dealing with grief, ethical 
issues of euthanasia, designing your 
own funeral, how to help others face 
death. 
THE LIBERATION OF THE 
BIBLE: Micah, Voice for Justice· 
Bible stuci.Y, .. , Ihfi!. wor,ldip. whi<,:o Micah prophesied was' a world of 
corrupt rulers, business persons, 0--
a world obsessed with the 
acquisition of wealth even if it mean 
gross in;ustic and oppression. 
ETHICAL ISSUES IN 
BIOLOGY: Dealing with genetic 
manipulation; Organ replacement, 
and control of Population and 
Behavior. 
FAITH FOR PERSONAL 
CRISES-. an exploration ways of six 
contemporary writers and how they 
seek to reslove the crisis of 
vocation, death and love. Those 
who consider themselves "Non-
religious" will find this grouT" 
. illumination a!!dprovocative. 





LOST & FOUND 
RIDE/RIDERS PERSONAL 
OTHER ----~----------~------------~-----
Adto readasfollow~: _~ ________ , ________ _ 
Name/Phone 
Classi/ieds are free for all students, faculty, 'staff, and administration of BSC. 
For all others, rates are $1.50 per column inch. 
Address: __ .:.....-. __ 
T.otal Amt. Enclosed: 
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Need Anything? .. See 
by Joanne Heir Student Life! 
The Office of Student Life can be 
very beneficial to all students. They 
have numerous types of help you 
can receive and every student is 
urged to take advantage of it. 
HOUSING. Off-campus listing is 
available for those students who 
wish to live mear the school. This 
can save a great deal of time, 
because searching all over 
Bridgewater for a place to live is 
eliminated by this list. 
Staff and maintenance are chosen 
by the Office of Student Life to 
insure that the students and campus 
are tiven the utmost care. Also, the 
placement of transfer and freshmen 
students are handled by the O. of S. 
L. (Office of Student Life). 
Director of Housing is Miss 
Maureen Fitzgerald and her 
assistant is Mr. Greg Hall. If any 
problems arise, you could contact 
them. 
CAREER DEVELOPING. This 
department provides leadership for 
career students and helps to make 
sure the student gets the most 
possible out of his courses. Two 
graduate students work there and 
they are Miss Cathy Coffey and 
Ms. Susan Krastin. • 
The Career Development Center 
is open Monday through Friday, 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesday and· 
Wednesday evening until 7 p.m. It is 
located in the Student Union 
building next to the candy counter. 
PLACEMENT. Student Life is 
hoping for the placement of a new 
director to be appointed some time 
this year. It regrets the fact that it 
cannot get as much done as it 
wishes to," Dean Jones 
commented. 
Student Placement is available to 
help students with their resumes 
and to help them identify an 
employer. 
HANDBOOK. The student 
handbook will be out shortly. It, 
cont.ains Campus. rules and' 
the students. 
Academic Advising. Academic 
Advising is to. assist students to 
realize the full educational benefits 
that are available to them. This is 
done by helping students 'realize 
what they need to further their 
education.and gear it towards their 
major field of study. 
Academic Advising originated six 
years ago when the Academic 
Standing Committee reccomended 
that each student have an advisor. 
Every person who has declared a 
. major is assigned to a fa.culty 
member from within their major to 
be their advisor; also, for freshmen 
and sophmores, the Educational 
Services advises students with 
graduates who work under the 
• supervision of the Department 
Chairman. Dr. Haughey himself 
advises all undeclared majors and is 
assisted by Mr. Greg Hall who 
works with undeclared majors in 
Great Hill.· Mr. Steven· Ryer, 
Associate Registrar,' advises all 
foreign students .- particularly in the 
first two years. 
Dr. Haughey also advises that 
"Students who are on probation 
should check. with their advisors 
frequently during the semester." 
Two good sources of career 
information are available for 
students: 1.) The Student Catalog 
and 2.) For Your Life Today and 
Career Tomorrow. They can be 
obtained from Mr. David Wilson on 
the second floor in the library. 
"Students who are having 
difficulty with reading are 
encouraged to take advantage of 
the Reading Lab located it the 
library. Not only does it provide 
assistance with stud!,' skills, it 
strengthens reading ability as well. 
There is also a writing lab to help 
strengthen writing skills and it was 
started this year." 
For those students who are 
experiencing difficulty in one 
specific subject, they· should see 
Mrs. Doris AuCoin in the Progress 
Office' along with the Admissions 
Office in Tillinghast Hall. Mrs.' 
AuCoin can heip you locate a tutor 
for the subject in which difficulty is 
being experienced. 
Advisors are there for the 
students and they can be of great 
help. If further assistance is needed, 
Dr. Haughey is available by 
appointment. Also, the best time to 
see your advisor is during his or her 
scheduled office hours. 
COUNSELLING. Dr. Diethelm is 
the school psychologist and aids 
those who have personal problems 
as well as psychological ones. The 
typical problems that people see 
him for are cases of depression or 
anxiety in relation to any type of 
problem, whether it be a school or 
outside related problem. 
"I don't have answers. People 
come to see me and I prove to them 
that they have natural resources to 
do something about the problem," 
. says Dr. Diethelm. 
If you find that you're having a 
difficult time getting an· 
appointment, he will be more than 
glad to find someone to help you. If 
you have a serious problem, you 
shall be seen very quickly or 
referred to someone right away. 
Dr. Diethelm's office huurs are 9· 
10; 10-11, 11·12, and 2~3. You may 
make an appointment through him 
of the Student Life Office; ask for 
extension 226. 
Student Life offers a multitude of 
services that should be taken 
advantage of. In this article, a few 
departments are briefly described. If 
there are any question unanswered 
in this article, all you have to do is go 
to the Student Life Center on the 
first· floor of Boyden Hall, and 
questions will be answered: 
Girl Scouting is Discovery. 
Help make it happen. 
Di-:5cover your own hidden 
taJent..:s and.. the Fu. n of 
he/fin.!} Jirls Jrow. Lea.r-n 
hew sklll \5 and, cI.e-: vetop 
new int-e.re..st.;5. 
BE A GIRL JCDVrVoLUNT££R 
For infoY'"ma.:tion· 
Cal J J - 800 -.t.r; 2.- 092..5: -tell-free. . 
CaJ I Loda y ~ 
r·WbRI·jS····&····MUsic··~ 
• ~Central Square Bridgewater ~ ~. Records-Tapes- Paperbacks ~ 
· 
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Clinic enters sixth year 
The Children's Physical Developmental 
Clink: of Bridgewater State College] which is 
undertaking its 6th consecutive year of 
service to the community, has scheduled its 
first fall session for Saturday, September 
23rd. The Clinic is a unique physical 
education program in the greater Boston area 
designed for the physical, motor and social 
developmental needs of children and youth 
with· physical, mental and/or emotional 
impairments or disabilities. 
The Clinic program, under the direction of 
Dr. Joseph Huber and Professor Johanne 
Smith, is conducted for 4 hours on Saturday 
mornings throughout the school year. Each 
applicant accepted participates in a n 
individually pre~cribed activity and exercise 
program conducted at the Kelly Gymnasium 
and Pool Complex. The Clinic was designed 
to develop gross motor skill coordination and 
to enhance the self esteem of participants. 
Dr. Huber,Clinic founder and director, has 
chosen a staff of seventy-five Bridgewater 
State College graduate and undergraduate 
students for the fall. The Clinic program 
provides students with a well 
structured and closely supervised program 
which enables them to relate classroom 
theory to that of a practical teaching 
environment. 
As part of each clinician's learning 
Elections 
Elections for the Class of 1982 will 
be held on Wednesday October 
18th. The positions in question are 
President, Vice-President, 
Secretary, Treasurer, Social 
Director, Publicity Director and 
four (04) Student Government 
Senators. Also on this date will be an 
election for two SGA Senators tor 
the Class of 1980. 
Persons interested in running for 
these offices may pick up 
n.omination. papers.. i!\ the .. SGA 
Offices on the· top floor' of" the 
Student Union Building any time 
after 9 AM on Wednesday, 
September 27th. Each candidate 
will be required to gather 100 
signatures or approximately one· 
tenth of the total constituency. 
Nomination papers must be 
completed and turned in to the SGA 
Office by 5 PM on Wednesday 
October llth. No person may sign 
nomination papers for more than 
one person for any given office. 
Should someone do so that 
signature will be nullified. In the 
event that more than two persons 
are vying for anyone office a 
primary will be held on (horrors ) 
Friday, October 13th. Any further 
questions should be directed to 
officers of the Student Government 
Association. 
It's your om hand, Use it 
to examine your breasts once 
a month, If you should find a 
lump or thickening. see your 
docror, 
Remember the earlier 
the diagnosis and treatment. 
the better J;he chance::> of cure. 
experience, professionals from associated 
medical, psychological, and educational fields 
are chosen to present specific lectures related 
to the care, treatment and rehabilitation of 
special needs children and youth. The 
lectures are given at weekly seminars which 
are conducted between 8:00-9:00 am on 
Saturday mornings. 
The follOWing is a list of topics and dates 
prepared so interested students, teachers, 
and parents can attend the free lectures. Each 
lecture is open to the college community and 
the public at large. 
September 3D-Richard Crisafulli, 
Director -of Physical Education and 
Recreation, St. Coletta's Day School, 
Braintree, Ma. and Secretary of the 
Therapeutics Council of the American 
Alliance of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation - "An Overview of the Federal 
Public Law 94-142 and Its Potential Effect on 
Programs in Physical Education, Recreation, 
Intramurals, and Athletics for the Special 
Needs Child." 
Dr. Huber, Cline Director 
Octob~r 7-Dr. Martin Kaplin, Pedontic 
Dental Practice, Stoughton, Ma .. "Pedontics 
as It Relates to Special Patients with Physical, 
Medical and Emotional Handicaps. N 
October 14-Dudley Orr and Vincent 
Strully, Co·Directors of the Efficacy Research 
Institute, Taunton, Ma. -"An Overview of the 
Needs of the Autistic Child· An Emphasis on 
Education and Habilitation." 
October 21-Dr. John Maloney, 
Superintendent of the Cohasset Public 
Schools, Cohasset, Ma. - "A Super-
intendent's View of PL 94-142 - The 
Implications for the Education of the Special 
Needs Child and the Challenge to Physical 
Education. " 
October 28-Dr. Marline Rabinovitch, 
Cardiologist, Department of Cardiology, 
Children's Hospital,-Boston, Ma. . "An 
Overview of Chronic Heart Conditions with 
Specific Implications for Involvement in 
Motor Activities." 
November 4-Betty Hourikan, Director of 
the Volunteer Information Agency, Quincy, 





Mules laden with Blue Maguey pinas on their way to Cuervo's fA:, Rojena plant. 
Since 1795 we've gathered our 
Blue MaJ?,1leys for Cuervo Gold 
the $entIe wa~ 
Its the old way. And still 
the best. .. .. 
At Cuervo we kno~o that there is only one way to make 
Cuervo Gold perfect. The way we've been doing itfor more 
than 180 years. 
That's why people still nurtu,re our fields o/Blue 
Maguey plants. And why mules are still used to bring 
these precious plants to ourd~stillery. Fbr tradition is still 
the nwst important i:ngredient in Cuervo Gold. ' 
This is what ma,lces Cuervo Gold truly special.· Neat, 
on the rocks, with a splash oJ soda,in a perfect Sunrise or 
Margarita, Cuervo Gpld will bring you back to a time when 
quality ruled the world. 
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ON JEANS, ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR, PHYSICAL 
FITNESS CLOTHING AND ATHLETIC BAGS 
. - --- :~:::.. 
We Will Not Be Undersold 
In The Bridgewaters 
~X by Thorn MeAn 
Hiking boots & Land Rovers from 
Thorn MeAn & Georgia Giant 
MIA & Thorn MeAn'Clogs 
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The Arts 
The Mother Box 
Future Visions 
btJ Bob Buckley 
-Welcome. This is the first in {hopefully) a long series of columns 
dealing with television. Now, I hate long, involved introductions, but 
it is necessary. I'll try not to make it painfully boring and next week 
we can get into more interesting matters, okay? 
First of all that second line is a lie, sort of. True, this is the first 
installment of "Mother Box", but this column has actually been running. 
for on to three years under the title 'Video-Vision." Back then it ran in 
, the Massasoit Community Collegehewspaper, with a brief appearance at 
U. Mass. Boston. It has gen_erated some critical recognition for me 
(including entry into the Mass. College Journalism Competition last 
year.) . . . . . 
Ok'ay, enough bragging. What makes me more quahfied to wnte thIS 
thing than anyone else? Nothing really. Aside from the fact that I watch 
an incredible amount of television every week, I'm-no more an expert 
than anyone else. 
All this column really amounts to is a chance for me to air my opinions, 
whatever they may be. I chose T.v. as a focal point because it is a popular 
medium. 
As I've said, I'm not an expert, nor am I God. I can be wrong 
sometimes. I come from an extrememly liberal background, and 
sometimes my political beliefs and personal ideals shape my view of 
things. If you think I'm being unfair or off·base about anything discussed 
here tell me about it. 
Feedback is crucially important to the life of this column. By nature it's 
a service column, and it can't be very effective ifI'm not in touch with my 
audience. So if your opinions are different than mine, or you think 
there's something that should be talked about that I haven't ,or uoujust 
want me to shut up already, then write. '. 
I've only three "rules" about mail. First, try to be brief. I'm juggling a 
full courseload, a job, and this column every week, and I just don't hav~ 
time to read long, involved essays. Say what you have to say., but don t 
be wordy. . 
Second, neatness counts. I don't read Swahili or Sanskrit. You don't 
necessarily have to double·space type your notes, but at least shoot for 
legibility. 
Last, no personal attacks. This is not the place to v~mt your an~er at a 
specific person, unless that person has done somethIng re~lIy heInOUS. 
We all know how badly Barbara Walters mangles the EnglIsh language, 
, and can take guesses at how many times Dick Clark has had his face 
lifted ( at least twice ) but these matters are not important. 
Well that's it for now.We11 be bac~ next week (with any luck at all) 
with a iocik.atthe new season. There's some good points, lots of bad 
O:1es, and some other points of minor interest. See you then. 
CALENDAR 
Bridgewater 
Current~Loom Works, an 
exhibition of early American loom 
works at the Art Gallery in the Art 
Building. Monday·Friday 10-4, 
through September 29. 
October I·Student Union Film 
Series:'1.ooking for Mr.Goodbar"', 
6:30 in the ·S.U. Auditorium 
October 2~Student Union Film 
Series;'1.ooking for Mr.Goodbar",2 
p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom. 
October 8~Student Union Film 
Series:"M9 Fair Lady",6:30 p.m. in 
the Auditorium. 
October 9-Student Union Film 
Series:"My Fair Lady"~ 2 p.m. in the 
Ballroom. , 
October ll·Films on Tap; 
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" 5 and 8 p.m. 
in the Rathskellar. 
. October IS-Student Union Film 
Series:"Swept Away" 6:30 in the 
Auditorium. 
October I6·Student Union Film 
Series: ,iSwept Away"., 2 p.m. in the 
Ballroom. 
October 22~Student Union Film 
Series:''Yellow Submarine", 6:30 
p.m.in the Auditorium. 
October ~3·Student Union Film 
Series:"Yellow Submarine",2 p.m. 
in the Ballroom. 
~. October 25· Films on Tap; 
"Frolics on Tap." 5 and 8 p.m. in the 
Rat. 
Nnvp.mber I-Films on Tap 
"Casino. Royale." 5 and 8 p.m. in the 
Rat. 
November 29~Films on' 
Tap;""Chisum," 5 and 8 p.m. in the 
Rat. 
November 5~Student Union 
Film Series/Wizards", 6:30 p.m. in 
the Auditorium. 
November 6-Student Union 
Film Series:\Nizards",2p.m. in the 
Ballroom. 
November l1~Chiidren's Film 
Series:"Bambi"; 2p.m. in the 
Student Union Auditorium. 
November 19~5tudent Union 
Film Series:"Suspiria", 6:30 p.m. in 
the Auditorium. . 
November 20~Student Union 
Film Series:"Suspiria", 2 p.m. in the 
Ballroom. . 
December 9-Children's Film 
Series:"Snow Queen",2 p.m. in the 
S.U. Auditorium. 
Outside Bridgewater 
Current-The Philanderer by 
George Bernard Shaw will be 
performed by the Lyric Stage Co., 
54 Charles St., Boston through 
October 21. Performances are 
Wednesciay,Thursday, and Friday 
at 8, Saturday at 5 and 8. For 
information, call 742-87.03. 
American 
Buffalo, the 1977 Drama Critics 
Circle Award Winner at' the Now 
England Repertory Theatre in 
Worcester, Ma. Performances are 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
evenings at 8 pm and Sunday 
afternoon at .2 pm untn' October 2~. 
Tickets are $3.50 on Thursday and 
'Sunday and $5 <!m Friday and 
Saturday. For information call 798-
868.1. 
September 29~A Life in the 
Theatre by David Mamet will be 
performed at Trinity Square 
Repertbry Theatre in Providence, 
R.I. For information call (401) 351-
4242. 
October 20- The Pocket Mime 
Theatre by David Mamet will be 
Hayden Hall,685 Commonwealth 
Ave.,Boston. Admission i!'>.Mnn 
Student Programs at 
Trinity Rep 
Six regional colleges will 
participate in· Trinity Square 
Repertory Company's College 
Audience Development/Internship 
Program during the theatre's 
1978-1979 play season. 
Participating colleges are: Rhode 
Island College, Providence College, 
Roger Williams College, Rhode 
Island School of Design, 
Bridgewater State College and 
Bristol Community College. 
-rl,e three-part program provides 
tickets to students at greatly 
reduced rates; offers opportunities 
for students interested in theatre to 
intern at Trinity Rep; and provides 
the Theatre as a resource for 
seminars,workshops or lectures 
either on campus or at the theatre 
itself. 
In conjunction with the Trinity 
Rep Conservatory,occasional 
Master classes will be offered by 
Director Larry Arrick, Associate 
Director David Eliet and faculty 
members,including Adrian 
Hall, Artistic Director of Trinity 
Rep; Richard Cumming,playwright 
and composer; and Michael 
Grando, mime artist. 
ProductIons currently scheduled 
at Trinity Rep are: "A Life in the 
Theatre" by David Mamet,Sept. 
29-0ct_ 5, and Harriet Beecher 
Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin,", 
adapted by Adrian Hall and Richard 
Cumming, Oct27-Nov. 19. 
All registered students are eligible 
to participate in the program. 
. For tickets or information, 
contact on-campus representatives 
at: Bridgewater State College 
The Ensemble Theatre 
Ensemble Theatre 78-79 
Season Announced 
In keeping with a grand tradition, 
the· SSG Ensemble Theabe has~ 
once again planned a year of solid 
entertainment for the Bridgewater 
community. Each play represents a 
specific era of theater history. 
The first Camelot brings us back 
to the days of fairy-tale kingdoms, 
knights, dragons, and music. 
Camelot is perhaps on of the best 
known and best loved musicals of 
the Broadway era, and it is 
scheduled for October 19,20,21, at' 
8;00 p.m. 
The next offering is Paul Loomis' 
Pure as the Driuen Snow set for 
November 30, December 1 and 2 at 
8:00 p.m., is a melodrama in the 
classic mode. All elements of 
melodrama are here; the villain, the 
pure and helpless woman, and the 
hero. 
Rounding out the season on May 
3, 4, and 5th is A Mid·Summer 
Night's Dream, a classic work by 
the immortal Shakespeare. Mid· 
Summer is a show that is intense, 
forthright, and powerfuL It has been 
used as a blue print for some of the 
best of American theater. 
For more information on these 
and other special projects, contact 
the BSC Ensemble Theater, or keep 
an eye on the Bulletin Board at the 




The Ensemble Theatre opens its' 
1978-79 season with a performance' 
of th~ highly acclaimed Lerner and 
Loewe musical, Camelot. The 
show, under the direction of Prof. 
Robert Barnett, will be presented on , 
October 19, 20, and 21 in the S.U. 
Auditorium. 
Made famous in the early 1960's, 
Camelot is the time-honored fable 
of King Arthur, Sir Lancelot, and the 
knights of the round table. Rich in 
period style and costuming, this 
lusty musical promises to provide 
everyone with an evening of grand 
entertainment. 
The cast includes Matthew Reily 
. as King Arthur, Cheryl Potvin as 
Guenevere, Steve . Gormley as Sir 
Lancelot, with Randy Doyle 'as 
Pelinore, Michele Pecoraro as 
M9rgan LeF ay, Mike Beliveau as 
Mordred, and Brad Craven as 
Merlin. Completing the cast as 
knights, ladies, and chorus and 
dancers are: Gregg Cobbett, 
Dennis Dunn, Craig Truax, Daniel 
May, Steven Correia, Tony 
Mastrorilli, David Nadell, Sandra 
Forbusch, Laurie Sindone, Kat1!ryn 
Lindquist,' ,Peggy Becker, Karen 
Tobin, Jennifer Shepard, Adrith 
McCartney, Donald Capon, 
. Richard Putney, DaVid Rapoza, 
MONDA r DRINKS $1.25 
DISCO! DISCO! DISCO! 
"MONDAY NIGHT FEVER" 
with D.NO and the DISCO LIGHTS 
CONTINUOUS MUSIC AND DANelNO ALL NIGIIT LONG 
DANCE CONTEST MONDAY $50.00 To Winner 
,TUESDAY thru SUNDAY 
-'I!'KIC·KS~JI 
DIRECT FROM DALLAS. TEXAS 
1 ST WESTGATE LOUNGE APPEARANCE 
SHOW TIME 10:30 
Nancy Bianci, Bill Canada, Mark 
Lewis, and Paul Molitor. Music 
director is Dr. Theodore 
Davidovich, and stage manager is 
Sally Richardson. Tickets may be 
purchased across from the 
bookstore or can be obtained at the 
door the nights of the performance. 
The cost is $250 for BSC students 




The En semble Theatre, in an 
effort to enhance the education of 
Bridgewater students, composes 
student acted/student directed 
productions yearly. These 
productions are formally called 
"Horace Mann Productions." This 
year we will be opening our season 
with "Spoon River Anthology", a· 
one act play dealing with life from 
the· view of the dead. Acting in our 
opening show are Michael Norton, 
John Richards, Paul· Healy, Mary 
Pia, Julie Glauben and Breck 
Sullivan. The production is under 
the directions of Richard Camuso 
with the assistance of Maureen 
Bray, and is choreographed by 
Michele Pecoraro. Horace Mann 
Productions are open to the entire 
campus and are free of charge. So 
we invite all of you to join us on 
Monday night Oct. 2nd at 8pm or 
Tuesday morning Oct. 3rd at 11am, 
in the Horace Mann Auditorium, for 
one hour of enjoyable entertain-
ment. 
STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE 
HAS LOWEST STEREO 
PR1CE 
Pioneer SX98Q.Receh.mf $384 
Techniclt SI 3300 Turntable .120. 
Akai C57020 Callette 8126. 
Our Free Catalog has many more deals on 
major brands, even lower prices on our 
monthly speCials.sheet. Send now and find 
out how to buy current $7.98 list lp's fo.r 
$3.69.5tereo Clearance Hous.c Dept ED71 
1029 JacQby St., Johnstown. Pa, 15902. 
Phone Quotes 814·536-1611 
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WBIM Butter/l.ies Fly for 
WBIM 91,5 
In an effort to become your passenger,. the "Ride Board" can 
information station, WBIM (91.5) help save time and fuel. To contact 
will present several Public Services WBIM, dial 697·8321 extension 487. 
designed to complement our fine The "Job Line and the Swap Shop 
musical programming and therefore will appear soon. 
become your information station The staff of WBIM is working to 
as well as your music station. - be more than just call letters and a 
On Monday, October 2, at 3:i5 number (91.5)WBIM, your Student 
and 8:15 p.m. the "Ride Board" will Union radio station is commercial 
.premier. If you need a ride or would free. Stay Tuned, 
likp to slIare expenses with another 
LAST 
CHANCE! 
The following have not picked up their unsold books from the SGA 
Book Exchange. The SGA has extended the deadline for picking up 
books through Friday, September 29 at 4:00 p.m.After Friday students 
must appear in person to the SGA Senate which meets Tuesday nights 
at 6:00 p.m. in the SGA Chambers. Books may now be picked up from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the SGA Cha·mbers in the Union. 
Leslie Oshry ~ number 6 
Cathy Russell number 8 
Allyson Linehan number 9 
Cinthya Harnais number 34 
Kenneth D. Barlow number 36 
Sue Johnson number 41 
Susan Kane number 45 
Michael LaKaia number 53 
Jocelyn Antkiewicz number 55 
Brenda Nixon number 68 
June McLaughlin number 8 
The Bridgewater State College 
Children's Theatre has arranged for 
a local appearance of the 
internationally acclaimed 
EVERYMAN PLAYERS on Tues. 
and Weds. October 3 and 4. 
The EVERYMAN PLAYERS will 
present a new play with music for 
children, entitled The Butterfly. It is 
a sparkling insect fable of Ancient 
Persia. The story concerns a 
gloriously beautiful Queen Butterfly l'<; 
lost in a dark barn. She is suddenly 
trapped in a spider's web. The 
spider rei eases heron the condition 
that she will lure other insects into 
his web. Frightened, she agrees. 
The rest of the play relates her 
attempts to keep her promise and 
her inability to betray the creatures 
she meets. The play's American 
premiere was given by the 
EVERYMAN PLAYERS at the 
American Theatre Association 
convention in New Orleans last 
August. 
The place is the Student Union 
Auditorium, Bridgewater State 
College at 10 am Tuesday, October 
3, and Wednesday, October 4, and 
the cost is 75¢ for groups of 20 or 
more, and $1.50 for individuals. For 
the 1 pm Wednesday, October 4 
performance, the cost, is 60¢ for 
groups of 20 or more, and $1.50 for 
individuals. For telephone orders or 
more information, call 697·8321, 
ext. 213, 8:30 am to 4:00 pm daily. 
The EVERYMAN PLAYERS also 
will conduct a workshop on stvle in 
Children 
theatre (for college students and 
adults) in the S.U.Auditorium on 
Sharon Meyer number 84 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ii ~ •••••••••••••••••••• , ••• Po~~n~~;e?r:m~:~~e~u~~er 117 j. . . CENTRAL SQUARE :.' 
CluAnne McAulay number 125 ~:~~ ~\~h'::"um~;,~; 136 ,~ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH · 
Jane Johnston number 141. U · d Ch ~ 
Karen Kenward number 143 : nlte ... urch 0/ Christ 
Susan Giannetti number 179 4l ~:r~.Ms:~snu,,';;:be;~90 ~ Pastor: The Rev. Daniel N9votny 
~~~I~:~:~ n~':n~~~2~~3: Assistant: Janet Brooks • .' • 
Billy English number 222 : S · 
HelenLPumphrey number224 • unday Morning Worship 10:00 a.m. : 
Paula Murphy number 231 : • 
• 
• 
~~~~~:~~~snun~~e~e~4~38 : Minister's Of/ice Hours- 9 to 12 a.m. : 
Penny Love number 244 : M ·d . W· d A·d T! d l' & Frl-day : 
Patty Szczesny number 248 • on ay, e nes (JY, ues 0:1 . • 
Jean Oilmont number 256 • : 
Andrew Bagas number 259 : The CHOIR welcomes new members who can rehearse Thursdays, 730-9:00 p.m. (upstairs, : 
Annette Guy number 271 : Church Street entrance) • 
Lisa Miller number 272· O· t D I J h st .~ • • rgants : r. ana non,.. : Margaret Dougherty number 290 • 
Monique Gelineau number 311 :. Director: Mrs. Evelyn Johnstone : 
Sandra Baldof number 313 
Harrison number 367 : Youth Fellowship- Sundays 4:00 p.m. (downstairs, 'Church S reet entrance) : 
Sandy Gammel number 368 : Sunday School- Kindergarten through Grade 12 (during church wo ship time, 10:00 a.m.) : 
Terrence Riley number 369 • • 
Michelle Quegan number 372: Adult Sunday Groups: in 6 . 8 week sessions throughout the year : 
Ernie Cavicchi number 394 • Beginning September 25 through Odober 30 : 
Ann Keefe number 399 : "The Times of the Holocaust through the Works of German Chn6tian Martyr, DietriCh • 
Angela Baldassarre number 441 .: . Bonhoeffer'" I· : 
Nancy Barrett number 442 '! ••••••••••• a." •••••••• a'a ••••••••••••••••••• " ."" •• " "" •••••••• • ••• ". - •••• 
Richard B. Tully number 443 
Ann E Harrington number 446 
John Lincoln Wright 
and the Sour Mash Boys 
Appearing 
THURSDAY September 28th 
9 PM thru 1 AM 
$1.50 At The Door, 
doors open at·S pm 
----. ----.... --. -~ .. , -:-- -~ --.. -•. 
DALE AND THE DUDS 
Friday' I 'eptember 29th 9PM thru lAM 
$1.00 At The Door, cloors open at 8pm. 
East Bridgewater Commercial Club 
Neilson Ave. off Hte. 18 378 .. 2032 
3.5·~iles from campus 
WANTED 
College Students to 
Coordinate 
BUDWEISER 






The Bud Cup RacinQ Series 
for more information concerning 
our Campus Marketing Program 
ar.CI opportunities to earn Free 
trips ana/or Co·mmission, 
Contact: 
United Inter:Cpllegiate Ski 
Association r • 
4040 S. 28th Street 
Arlington. VA. 22206 
(703) 57$-3322 
~!f!i': t'l/ . ...... /. ... .. '~'f 
'. /.~.@ 
r/~'IJ.J ... .'. ,fJ··. .! 
. "-. "~ ·.·.ur 
'-,.' 1 ... .1 
MONDA y. NITE 
:~'_tind~y Nite 
. ~Do,tball" 
. O'n ~ebig Screen 
~:IGt DOI$ 
','tGo Drafts 
!~ TOGA NIGHT 
$25.00 Prize for 
BEST TOGA 
$25.~ Door Prize 
All Bar Drinks $1.00 
8pm .. llpm 
" BERTSO and the 
MUSIC MACHINE 
q.Uhf1•t t't iUa 
"50c Nite" 
All Bar Drinks a..11 
THURSDA.Y NI;'f"E 
"2, for 1 
Nife" 
All 9ar Drinks S-11 
_ailra 
I i.. t-t.rtai,nnent 
•• ~.:t ••••••••••• 
...J ~ @ >- : : <5£ 0-« : : 
~~ ~~ ! ! 
vof-°::> : : 
..... !JJ I,f) • • 
Url'\ . c: : : 0""".-1 0 : : 
Ct: 0 ..... :>. : : 
oZ oC. : : 
"'" <C 0: : 
A-08"8 l l 0«'- 0 I • 
r-I,f) Cl.(j i : 
z:r: III &i' i : 
-!-..cE: : 
r-o.. ..... 0 : : 12::i ... 'lii: : 
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Classifieds 
for sale 
W aterbed·Queen size, never used-still in box. 
Matt. liner heater frame. Call 934·5419 
Duxbury 
MOVing overseas-selling household items; 
beds, electrical items. washer and dryer ,many 
other valuable houS€hold items. Phone 697· 
3066. 
1978 Honda Twin Star. 185 h.p., excellent 
cond; ion. 2,000 miles. Blue body·-$900.00. 
Call 58·9027 or write Box 669, Mattapoisett 
Mn:ss.02739 
1"177 Lance Bansee 11, Size II (shoe size 
:O)Contact Paul. Room 322, Scott Hall 
wanted 
Person to care for 11 month old baby girl from 
9:30 ·3:00 on Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday 
and Friday. Musf be on or near campus and 
must have e)(perience. Call 758·9027 or write 
Box 669, Mattapoisett, Ma 02739 
free 
Free to a good home··adorable fluffy gray 
kitten, 9 weeks old, jitter trained and definitely 
lovabl€! Call Bobby at 828·2783. 
lost and found 
Prescription glasses found in Conant Science 
Buildincase marked Dr. Siegel, Bridgewater. 
Owner please call at Office of Student Life. 
ride/riders 
Ride needed! Tues. and Thurs. at 3:00 to Avon 
or Brockton. Call Cathy at 587·5565. 
person~)s 
To the Marlboro Man, we're still your fan. 
Wanna make a plan, here goes-Well capture 
your body, and be very naughty. We haven't 
lost our touch , would vou like to see how 
much? You'll be in paradise, wouldn't that be 
nice! We shouldn't have even bothered with 
this, cause you treat us like your sis! 
Happy B'day Scott. Hope your 22nd yr. is 
happy and full of "incentive." As a surprise, I've 
invested in a weekend pass to Nigeria, for the 
next two years! What grim reminders! Behave-
Love, The City Girl X's and O's 
INIV·I just wanted you to know that J don't 
want to cause any interference. I love you and 
nothing will keep us apart and I promise not to 
come between you and work. But nothing or 
no person wiu come between us either. I'll see 
to that because we hlwe a good thing gOing and 
I'm hopelessly devoted to you!!! Love you 
forever!!! From one cone head to another. 
NAREK 
Welcome back class of 78.5! We all should get 
together and have a party sometime. If anyone 
is interested contact Rus at the·SGA office. 
Nice to be back, isn't it? Yeah!!! 
I 
Bunny,lt's so nice being in love with you·l can't 
explain and although there's supposed 'to be 
no ties·1 want to be with you forevet.llove you 
very much ... Secret Admirer 
Little Lion. It's been rough lately. but the time 
away brings ap~rciation, it's also what we've 
been striving for for so long. BEAR! with me 
please. 1 love you still verv much. Please 
believe me. It's going 'to b(J better, Love, 
Puppy. 
TELEVlSION--You can act in, direct, 
produce your own show. If you have skillS. 
time, talents, suggestions. and are willing, we 
need you. We are SPARE PARTS. a T.V. show 
for, the school community. Contact Kevin 
·MacCarthy or Leslie Scott, or the Info Booth. 
Correction 
in last week's Comment (Sept. 
21, 1978) Ann Hackenson was 
quoted as saying only pol. sci. 
majors and/or minors would 
be/:ome membersof the club. Quit.e 
the contrary! Anyone may, and is 
heartily urged to become a member 
of the Political Science Club. The 
Comment apologizes for ary 
, ,this, erf:Qf 'may. 
Fashion Forecast! 
Good Predictions from our Fall '78 Collection! 
PLAIN IN FANCY BIG TOPS 
"Annie Hall" style in floral print. gauze 9 99'0 1099 
,look in solids. Poly/cotton. S-M-L. 
POL VESTER DRESS PANTS 
Sleek & dressy. Some witn belts. pockets and elastic 
waistbands. Navy. Green. rust. beige. Sizes 5 to 15. 
LONG SWEATER COATS 
Full length. belted sweaters in easy-care acrylic. 
Some hooded. Beige. grey. off-white. S-M-l. 
Others from 26.97 to 29.97 
WOOL BLEND BL.AZERS 
Fall faShion in beige or grey. Pleated. detailed 
stitching. some with suede trim, Sizes 6 to 16. 
COTTON CORDUROY PANTS 
Cnoose belted or elastic waists, Patch or slit 
pockets. I n Fall shades Sizes 5 to 15. 
SATIN BASEBALL JACKETS 
100% rayor satin With knit trim. zipper front. Black, 
blue, cranberry. green. S-M-L. 
NEW FASHION JEANS 
Highly styled blue denim jeans & khaki pants in 
100% cotton and poly/cotton, Sizes 5 to 15. 
JJ99 
Campus Plaza Bridgewater Store Hours 
, ,Fie.ld Hockey at 
Its Best! 
Three cheers for the women's field hockey 
team which has started out the season 
winning their first two games. They opened 
the season with a 2-1 victory over Yale, and a 
1-0 win for junior varsity. Sharon Rogerson 
and co-captain Erin Egan scored for theBSC 
varsity. 
The Bears' second victory was over Boston 
College with Becky Welsh scoring the 







The Bridgewater State College volleyball 
team is giving early warning to future 
opponents that this might be their year. After 
a sluggish start, losing to State Champs 
University of Maine,Orono, 15-3,15-7, the 
bears started clicking and tolled off four 
straight wins defeating U of M, Machias, 15-
4,15-11, Bates College, 1O-15,15-4,15-11,U of 
M, Presque Isle, 15-8,15-11, and U of 
M,Faqnington, 15-3,13-15,15-13. The wins 
enabled BSC a second place finish in this all 
day Invitational tournament hosted at Bates 
College,Lewiston,Me. 
The starting lineup of newly elected co-
captains Mary DeLorey and Jane 
Urbanski,Kim Lindgren,Ca!hy Spillane, 
Eileen Buckley, and Robyn Bekerian.showed 
early opening season jitters against the 
powerful U.M.,Orono, 'team, but gradually 
molded their play into.the precision styule of 
offense and defense necessary to be winners. 
Robin Gautreau,Lea Be<;lttie, and Carleen 
Shavone also contributed greatly to the 
attack cOTning off of the bench and 
performing well. 
The Bears next match will be their home 
opener against the strong University of 
Massachusetts team on Friday, 29 Sept. 
Jayvees play at 6:00 PM, varsity match at 7:00 
PM. Saturday, 1 Oct. the team travels to 
Clark Univ. for an all day Invitational 
tournament and then hosts Keene State/E. 
Nazarene .in. a triangular match on T ues, 3 
Oct., at 6:00 PM. 
Much thanks to Frank K. and 
Mike Gardner, for without 
theni,thisU';sPQrt~page·'<W()uld 
not be poSsible. 
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SPORTS 
BSC Tennis Undefeated 
TENNIS by Glenn Guenard 
On September 21 and 23 the B.S.C. mens 
tennis team played and won their second and 
third matches of the season to improve their 
record to 3-0. On the 21st, Coach Mogilnickis' 
powerful squad demolished Mass Maritime 
Academy as they swept the six singles. Five of 
the six singles players embarassed their 
opponents. Freshman Bruce Ogilvie playing 
4th singles lost the first set of his match but 
overwhelmed his opponent in the next two 
sets. In doubles play first year player Joe 
Melino and Freshman Tim Sypher lost a very 
competitive match at 1st singles. Eddie 
Dalton and Steve Parker came up with some 
eyebrow raising shots but also lost.' 
Sophomore Steve Smith and Freshman Jeff 
Ciciora teamed up for their first varsity action 
but lost at third doubles. B.S.C. won overa116-
3. 
and Mildram·Guenard respectively won their 
matches in strong showings. The doubles 
play of the Bears may be their citadel and 
should win them many more matches. 
The tennis teams next home- matches are 
this Friday at 2:30 versus U.Maine and this 
Saturday at 1:30 versus Framingham State. 
Come out and support the team at the Great 
HilI ten,nis courts. 
Mass Maritime 
Singles 
1. Powers (won) 6-0,6-1 
2. Mildram (won) 6·0,6-2 
3. McDermott (won) 6-2,6-4 
4. Ogilvie (won) 3-6,6-0,6-3 
5. Guenard (won) 6-1,6-2 
6. Nylen (won) 6-0,6-2 
Doubles 
The match with Fitchburg State also ended 
up 6-3 in favor of the Bears but was much 
more competitive than Mass Maritime. Doug 
Mildram, Bruce Ogilvie and Glenn Guenard 
were the only singles players to win their 
matches. Both Steve Powers and Rick Nylen 
lost in 3 sets. Joe "QH McDermott lost but it 
should be noted he has been battling a cold 
and wasn't up to par. 
The strong doubles play of the Bears sewed 
the match up for them as they swept 
Fitchburg'S Doubles teams. Powers and 
Damish'won their first match as a team in a 
very competitive match. The second and 
third doubles teams of McDermott-Ogilvie 
1. Melina-Sypher (lost) 6·4, 2-6,1-6 
2. Dalton-Parker (lost) 6-4,7·6 
3. Smith·eiciora (lost) 6-1,6-2 
Fitchburg State 
Singles 
1. Powers (lost) 6-7,6-2,2-6 
2. Mildram (won) 6-0,4,6,6-2 
3. McDermott (lost) '6-3,6-2 
4. Ogilvie (won) 6,0,6-2 
Synch or Swim 
By: Mary C. Carroll 
Do you enjoy music, dancing, parties, 
people, and showing off? If you enjoy any of 
these activifies, then you would probably 
enjoy the Aquabryte Synchronized 
Swimming Club. 
Every Year the Aquab,yie Show packs the . 
swimming pool balacony and deck with 
people. The Aquabryte swimmers perform 
watrer ballet routines to various types of 
music which are sure to appeal to 
everyone.(Past performances included 
routines to such popular artists as CAT 
STEVENS, QUEEN, FLEETWOOD MAC, 
BARBARA STREISAND, THE MOODY 
BLUES, BETTE MIDLER, BOZ SCAGGS, 
and JOHN DENVER(?) 
The Aquabryte Synchronized Swimming 
Chub is seeking new talent this' year. You 
don't have to have any sort of experience in 
water ballet, or even swim that well. They will 
teach you everything that you need to learn. 
A qualification examination will be 
administered toward the middle of the 
semester to determine each swimmer's skill 
level. you will then be initiated into the clubt 
The Aquabrytes 'perform in several shows 
outside of Bridgewater State College and are 
always well received. They are one of the only 
co-ed clubs in the area. 
If you would like to be a part of the great 
organization, grab your bathing suit and get 
down to the pool for 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday, 
Sept. 26 or Oct. 3. It's a good time (ind good 
exercise! 
TRAVEL FREE AND EARN CASH 
TOO! S. America, Africa, Europe, Asia. 
-Enroll your colleagues in our Adventure 
tours. We are Overseas Adventure 
Tours, 1430 Mass. Ave., Harv. Sq .• 
Cambridge, MA. 617-876-0533. We need 
a rep on your campus. 
ANSWERS 
·SldUl:m.p. 
: r [ U! 'ltH 1 ~ ut/slaN ma: '6 
~ehoqn aql JO ;:IuoN '8 
aAoqu, aql JO lIV ··L 
II -A~a u<)<lJD '9 
'sPA £9 - "aSdUl~tllUO~ .~ 
'sPA 86 - JrnN.O ~AalS 'v 
fL61 '91 'ldaS uo 
'OS Z - SlO!J1Bd pucl1itl3 M<>N 'f' 
Ov - slaMN aplJ3 'z 
'Sld 
~;Z~I~~ .. Q..L~~Z -s~<}AP,s.areD. ~.1. 
5. Nylen (lost) 5-7,6-2,3-6 
Doubles 
1. D'amish-Powers (won) 4-6,6-1,6-4 
2. McDermott-Ogilvie (won) 6-4,6-2 
3. Mildram-Guenard (won) 6-4,6·4 
WBIM 
91.5 FM 


































































































EillER1AIliMENT I DISCO DANCIIG 
1 NIGHTS 
Come in and enJoy 
SHENANIGANS $75,000.00 
Sound and Light show. 
Visit our GAME ROOM 
FEATURING 
"015"00 DINO" 
ANDTIiE DISCO LIGHTS 
TIE fABULOUS 
GOLDEN .JOE BAKER 
lHE lEI S'MaOLOF THE 50'$-60',-70'. 
FRI.~SAT. & SUN. NIGHTS 
COME IN ANDEIJOY 
lEW .IMB'S FIIEST 
"DISCO" 
With this AD: BUY 1 DRINK 
GET 1 FREE! 
Good only Monday and T.uesday 
one per customer 
·SHEItIAN.ICIAN"a 
* EATERY * DRINKERY' =~n 
. * DANCER'f. ~::. 
Ro.lf. II8,a.nton •• 2 .... '.11 Clef'S 
PHOTO 10 e, " OReSSCOOE Acc!':!:~' 
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T agar T agar T agar 
by Doug Schorr 
"Animal House" is a feisty 
gourmet treat for comdey·lovers of 
all ages. It is typical of the 
outrageously satirical magazine, 
National Lampoon, who produced 
it. The mayhem takes place at an 
Ivy·type school and its staid 
traditions are put to the test by the 
rollicking, rule-breaking fraternity, 
Delta. 
John Belushi, of Saturday Night 
Live and formerly with the National 
Lampoon Comdey Troupe, is the 
star of the film as Brother Bluto. 
Belushi does not do much talking in 
the film compared to the other star, 
Tim Matheson, who plays Otter, an 
eloquent smart· ass; but he doesn't 
have to. Belushi's visual humor 
which involves gross-out behavior, 
steals the film. In one scene in the 
school cafetpria, Bluto eats half of a 
sandwich and throws it back where 
he grabbed it from. then he 
proceeds to gobble a piece of cake 
in one bite and after swallowing it, 
sucks a bowl of jello into his mouth 
in less than a second. 
. the film revolves around the 
conservative Faber College and its 
authoritarian leader, Dean Vernon 
Wormer. Wormer wants to expel 
the members of Delta fraternity 
from school because of their hell-
raising behavior. To do so he enlists 
the help of the elite, WASPish 
Omega fraternity who never had 
any love for the Deltas anyway. 
From here on the humor is no· 
holds· barred. 
If you want to see a hilarious 
movie that parodies college life and 
fraternities, then Animal House is a 
m1,lst. 
Moun , as all but the chrOnically misinformed know, is the Skill, the 
science and the art of dr:inking Buscrr Beer. It begins by heaciing for the mountains 
(Le., a quick jaunt to your favorite package emporium or 
wateringhole) and ends by downing the mountains ( i.e .. Qb~~J$:n~~'-~ 
slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch), 
en: However, between those two pOints lies a vast area 
of personal peccadilloes sometimes caJled technique 
and sometimes called methodology ( depending on 
your major). Hence, th.iB ad. en Sipping vs. chugging. 
Both have their merits, of course. But generally speak-
ing, except for,cases of extreme thirst or a leaking 
glass,sipping is the more prudent practice for serious, 
sustained mountaineering. qr Next, ' the proper posi-
tion. Some 
swear by sit-
, ting; . others by 
: standin.g. Suffice it to say that the most successful 
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find 
both sitters and standers. 
(Except on New Year's Eve, 
when it's almost-impossible 
to find a'Sitter.) en Which 
brings us to additives. Occa- ~~~!!~~~~~ 
sionally a neophyte will 
'," sprinkle salt in his Busch; 
. otpers mix in tomatojuice; 
and a few on the radical 
I ~====~=Jir==~=====~ fringe will even add egg. 
- While these manipulatioDB 
can't be prohibited (this is,aiter all, a free country), they are 
frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the 
natural refreshment of Busch is bestuncompromised 
gr Finally; there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a 
glass bE3 used.. But bad planning sometirries prevents that. If you 
find yourself forced to drtnk from the can, you should·minimize 
this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger 
stick out stiffly (see Fig. 4 ~. Happy MOillltaineering! 
® 
Dortt just reach for a beer. BUSe Head for.the mountainB. 
"AnhelJSpr·Busch Inc "I L()I11~ M~ 
First 
Impressions 
by Boward Hay 
First impressions usually tum out 
to be quite different than what 
something or somebody is really 
1 ike. Such is the case of my first 
imp'ressions of Bridgewater State. 
- Icameto this school this semester 
from Boston State on the C.A.P.S. 
program (it's too long to explain the 
program. If you .really care what 
the letters mean look it up in the 
school catalog). I had spent too 
many years, more than I would like 
to admit to, at the other state college 
and needed a change in 
environment. 
The first day of classes was 
traumatic. I wasn't used to having a 
real college campus with grass and 
buildings spaced far apart, at 
Boston ,all the buildings are 
connected. 
My first class was txperimental 
Psychology in. S-B, which was 
explained as being in the basement 
of the science building. It seems that 
every student I asked had no idea 
where it was, so I kept on being sent 
to the lecture hall. Since the course 
was Experimental Psychology, I 
started to think that maybe this was 
some sort of experiment like rats 
going through a maze. If a student 
found the room in which the class 
was being held, he or she would be 
rewarded with a passing grade.After 
two weeks of searching, I w~s able 
to find an admiriistrator who knew 
of its, location. lalso found out that 
locating the room wasn't sufficient 
grounds for a passin!=! Qrade. 
A t the end of the first week of 
school , an outdoor concert was 
held. The posters around school 
mentioned free food, but it failed to 
mention you needed a meal ticket 
for this free food. Needless to say, I 
didn't eat lunch that day so I would 
be able to pig out at the concert. 
After consuming a six pack of 
beer, I made my way over to the 
tennis court where the food was, 
only to be politely (?) told I needed a 
meal ticket. If I didn't get food in my 
stomach, I would soon be drunk and 
the money I had was spent on 
beer, I had to do something quick. 
Eventually, I gained entry. After 
filling my belly with uncooked 
. hamburgers (you know the kind, 
burnt on the outside-raw on the 
inside) I wandered out to enjoy the 
music. What more could a guy ask 
for-a full stomach, fairly good 
music, and a good buzz on. What I 
failed to notice in my blissful state 
was that I was smack in the middle 
of a raging frisbee game. After being 
hit off the head a few times and 
recieving a premature hangover, I 
moved well away, from the 
bombardment area. 
My paranoia started to get the 
better of me. I began thinking that a 
group of people in the admin· 
istration at my college got together 
with some of their counterparts and 
made an elaborate plan to torment 
me because of the trouble I gave 
them when I was on the S.G.A. and 
the college newspaper at Boston 
State. My reputation was follOwing 
me. 
All my fears have been dispelled 
and my college life at Bridgewater 
State is running a bit more smoothly 
now. The only thing that still bothers 
, me is that people's shoes squeak 
when walking through the Student 
Union, but Worse is when th~y;re 
mine and everyone looks up at me as 
I walk' through. 
Attention 
The Bookstore will 
he returning'all texts 
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FALLSCHEDULES--~---
: I ••• ~ ••••••• ".' ••• "'.'.'."'.'."~ ••• "" •• '.""' ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
• VOU.EYB.t\LL CROSS COUNTRY : TRIPS: I 
: • MARTHA'S VlNEYARDBlKETRIP: : 
: ;';'.'~IL :c<{ B:if{s In,,·jt~ltjnl<.11 A 10:00 Sq)t. 2fJ 5.:\1.U. A 4:00: Saturday, September 30-Sunday,October 1 : 
• 23 S~!:('m St~it(' & X. Adams • Cost: $5~OO per person • 
• Oct ~i 1\:,~{'n(' &.. F. ::'~'-iZ[ircnc II 6:00 lid T rt Ii ~ ad I d' b'k t I • 
• . State at Salem State ~ 2:00 : nc u es: ranspo a on, ,0 , 0 gmg. I e ren a • 
: 7 IT.~.H. s~ Clark (V) A 3:00 • 4:00.. Time: Leave Kelly Gym at 6:45 a.m. on Saturday, Sept. 30 : 
• 28 Fl',i1ningham Sl:.ltc' H • return Sunday, Oct. 1,5p.m. • 
: Hi U. Ct lin. II 7:30 30 S.:\1.0. Im.ttatio!1al A 12:01): Sign-ups: Across/rom bookstore 10a.m.-p.m. On September 19 an d20.: 
• 12 ]1,1.1.1'. A 7:45 • ·Payment in full-must be made at this time. . • 
• • 
• 14 Mt. HolY'lke & Wheaton A 1 :00 Oct. 3 ;\Tass. Maritime H 4:00 : • 
• ' • NEW ENGLAND PA TRIOTS VS. SAN DIEGO • 
: 1(; nO~t<ln Uni\'ersity A (3:CO 7 f'lymoulh, N.H. State • Sunday, October 1 : 
Imitationa] A 11 :00 : 
: 21 Springfield A 12:00 Cost: $5.00 per ticket-reserved seats : 
• 14 Codfish Bowl A: Includes: Ticket and transportation .• 
• 24 Cenfral Conn. State • T,' L K II G t 1130 S d • 
• 17 p, .. I. C(JIJr'!!e & Ro!!er • 'me: eave e y ym a : a.m. OR un ay • 
• & Pro\'idencn (V) II 4 30 - c:~ ~ S' A' /r bo k 10 2 S b' d • '" : '\"11' RIC A 4'.00 •• .gn-ups: cross om 0 store a.m. - p.m. on eptem er 9 an •• 
A 
y 1 lams at '" • 20th.' • 
- 23 Northeaslern 1:00 
: 21 l\TASCAC Meet A : ·Payment in full must be made at this time. : 
•
• 31 l.) .R.I. (V) II 6:00 24 East.ern Nazarene A 2-30 • • 
. • INTRAMURALS: • 
: ~O\'. 2 S.l\'i.U. A 7:00 26 Stonchill H 4:00 : : 
: 4 L)tlltl' TOUl'llnmcnt Pool 2R Eastern's A: Men's Touch Football: : 
: Play • Rosters due by Wednesday, September20that4pm. toIM/RECCoord.: 
: 7 Salem State (\') H 7:00 :n Nichols H 4:00: (109 Kelly .Gym). Play begins Monday,September 25th. Entry blanks: 
• Nov. 4 New England's A : abailableinletterrackbyIM/RECbulletinboardinlobbyofKellyGym .• 
: All dates for V<1rsity _: NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED. : 
: a!ld J.V. unless other\\-ise noled. Coach: John Laverty i Women's Powderpuff Football: : 
• Rosters· due by Wednesday, September 20th at 4 pm. to 1M/BEe. 
: Coach: Perley Gates Coord. (109 Kelly). Play begins Monday, September 25th. Entry blanks: 
• • abailable in letter rack by IM/REC bulletin board in main lobby oj Kelly: 
: : Gym. NO LATE ENTRIES Will BE ACCEPTED. • 
: . : 
• : Anyone interested in officiating either men's touch football or women's· 
: • powderpuff footbalt there will be a general meeting on Tuesday,: 
: SOCCER T~N~~~S (MEN) .: September 19th at U:OO am. in G 120 in Kelly Gym. THIS IS A PAID: 
.• • POSmON. • 
• ~;cpt. HI A 1'1'111 Ad;dllS St'ate 1111 3:00 Sc·pt. 11) North AdrlJ11:5 State II 1:00: : 
: :21 Hu~illl1 Slate 3:00 ;. I 
• ~.:~ >>'It!:C':l''ti'rn J[ 10:110 21 ;\Ll:-S. ;'.Iarjtimc JI 2:00. Women's Volleybal: : 
• '27 \i;;s:-:. ;\lnrd.inw A 3:30 :!3 Fitchburg State II 11:00: PostersduebyWednesday,September21that4pm.toIM/reccoord.e 
• :3() St. I-rnnC'i.-i A 2: 00 11'.00.. (109\ Kelll~. Play J..--!ns Monday, October 2nd. Entry'blanksavailable ine. 
• 30 Framingham State H , ~ ~I 
: (}d, 3 \\'0]'('('5\£'1- State H 3: 00 • letter rack by IM/rec bulletin board in main lobby of Kelly Gym. NO· 
• 1-1 E. X~;?ar(,l1c A 2:(;') nct. 3 S;}]01l1 State A 2:30 _ LATE ENTRIES WIlL BE ACCEPTED. : 
• l!j Salril1 Stal~ JI 3:00 fi,7 MASCAC 'f(jurnamcnt A .. • 
: IS Fitchburg State A 3:00 : A • t t· d' ,oM'~ th 't" b '" th" 23 Framingham State H 3:00 lQ Worcester State A 2:00.. nyone In eres e In 0Jl.clul.lng e women s vo.ey a. games, . ere-
: 27 Wcstfidd Stale A 7:30 14 'VYcstIi01d State H 1:00: will be a general meeting on Tuesday, September 26th in G 120 at ll: 
: :'::Il iicgcl' W ii:in inS H 10: 30 • am. in Kelly Gym. THIS IS A PAID POSITION. : 
• ~";O\·. .:1 C~;rr.Y Ci)l!Cg{' .A 10:00 Conch: Dr. !{ob0.rt l\Iogilnicki • . • 
• • • 
• COD-ell: J::~,se lk\kll() • POOL HOURS: • 
: T[;NNIS (WOfAENj : Effective September 18 to October 27, 1978 : 
..... ! S-.OO: MONDAYS: 10:15 am. * Noon •• 
. - FIELD HOCKEY Sept. 19 Southern Cvnn. St. Col. A 
• • • 
: S~·pt. "I Yale II :3 30 2;:; E:.';;is . A 4:00 : : 
•
• 21 Boston CoEC'~c II 3 00 :~Fl WiW<1tOll A 4:00.' MONDAYS: 10:15 am.-Noon 7-10 pm. •• 
~~g ~;(Jllt~-'.rnL\~pl1. ..\ 3:-1,0 T 
• ;~I: Pl'll\! :1('11(' l~ C{\l] rge (V) A 1 00 :::n U.~ .n. A 3: 00: UESDA YS: 10-11:45 am. 2-4pm. 8-10pm. : 
• ~~;J V.Ri. H 1-00. WEDNESDAYS: 9am>Noon • ~ ()("t. ;) S.i!.P. (J.V.) A 3:::0 . • THURSDAYS: 10-11:45 am. 2-4pm. 7-1Opm. • 
• 7 N(Jr(hc'~ls(':rn A 1 30 (Jet. 5 Providcnce College A 3'00 • F'RID'AV 1015 N 2 • 
• 11 LT. Clllltl. H 3 \I{J •• 'ru:: am.~ oon -4pm. 7-9pm. • 
• }.1 tl. I\1~~ss. H 1 UO 10 Br~illdcis U. II 3:00: SATURDAYS: 14 pm. : 
: :.Jl!1 Bvni!cy ('\!l]c'gc (V) A 3 30 .1:2 S.l\T.U. II 3:3\: SUNDAYS: 1-4pm. • 
• - Snril1'.Ui(dd A 1~ 3
0
1\0': S(;:!te Tournament • The pool will be closed on 9/23 and 10/7 during home/ootball games.: 
• :'1 (:·':llil:~.d Cor.n. H v 14 • 0 . . .f h I '11 b d t • 
: :'() I.U:.I. II 3 00 ~.1 Stollei1ill H 3:00:' ccaslonc.a •. y t e poo WI e reserve Jor a special activity. Check. 
• :11 1.:.1\.j r. A 2 (j(J posted schedui .... ~ for conflicts. • 
• 26 l\~(irthca.st(·rn A 2:30 : : 
• j\ll dntC's 1(;1' Var::.ity 
• anl,I.!)':. tlllL'ss othel"',\'i:i2 noted. 211 Springfield A 1:00: GYMNASIUM USAGE : 
: CU<1('h: Linda SC:H'S Hc~d Cr::leh: Janet ]\!cLaughlin : Intercollegiate and intramur!ll practices and activities take: 
: • procedence over open recreation. Cbeck posted schedules for. 
• : ,?onjlicts. : 




Friday October 27,1978 
8pm 'to midnight 
at The Catholic Center 
Admission $1.00 
FREE FOOD and DRINK . 
So dig out your bobby-sox or slick back your haIr 
and get ready for t he best night of 
H ~'."'" "" .' omecomln ..... . 
12 THE COMMENT September 28, 1978 
Bse Stops Framingham, 14-12 
Al Colarusso picks up yardage behind 
BSe blocking action against Framingham 
'Rams Saturday. The Bears beat 
Framingham 14-12. 
Which man holds the NF l record for most points scored by a 
rookie in a season? 
A. GALE SAYERS, Chicago Bears 
1l·J.lIVl8R()WN",Cl~'JelandBr()wn$ .. C: PAUL HORNUNG, Green Bay P~ckers 
D. O.J. SIMPSON, Buffalo Bills 
Which man holds the NFL record for most points in a game? 
A. ERNIE NEVERS, Chicago Cardinals 
B. DON HyTSON, Green Bay Packers 
C. GALE SAYERS, Chicago Bears 
D. HOWARD COSELl 
Against which team did O. J. Simpson set the NFL single game 
rushing mark? 
A. NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 
B. NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 
C. NEW YORK JETS 
D.NEW CRISTIE MINSTRELS 
Who owns the NFL record for the longest punt? 
A. RAY GUY, Oakland Raiders 
B. SAMMY BAUGH, Washington Redskins 
C. STEVE O'NEAL, New York Jets 
D. MIKE PATRICK, New England Patriots' 
Which NFL player kicks field goals with han a foot? 
A. GARO YEPREMIAN • 
B.JOHN SMITH 
C. MARK MOSELEY 
D. TOM DEMPSEY 
Which team holds the record for most seasons as an NFL 
League Champion? 
A. CHICAGO BEARS 
B_ PITTSBURGH STEELERS 
C. GREEN BAY PACKERS 
D. TAMPA BAY. BUCCANEERS 
Which NF L player holds the NFL record for TV commercials 
in~a lifetime? 
A. JOE NAMATH 
B. BROADWAY JOE 
C. JOE WI LLIE 
D. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
Which NFL player ate an offensive li!1eman on three separate 
occasions? 
A. MEAN JOE GREENE, Pitt'sburgh Stee!ers 
B. DICK BUTKUS, Chicago Bears 
C. OTIS SISTRUNK, Oakland Raiders 
D. NONE OF THE ABOVE 
Which NFL quarterback holds the record for fewest passes 
intercepted in a season? [100 atterriptsJ 
A. BART STARR, Green Bay Packers 
B. JOHf\1 UNITAS, Baltimore Colts 
C. JIM HARDY, Chicago Cardinals Answers page 9 
'D. Bill NELSEN. Pittsburgh Steelers 
- It was written in big bold print on the face of every Bridgewater football 
player walking off Swenson Field Saturday afternoon. It was spelled out, 
clear as could be, on the expression of Head Coach Pete Mazzaferro 
after the game. 
It said, R-E-L-I-E-F. 
How Critical was this football game against 
Framingham State College only two games 
into the New England Football Conference 
schedule? This critical. After dropping the 
first game of the season to Mass Maritime, the 
Bears could ill afford to start off with a 0-2 
slate-putting them in the unenviable 
position of falling flat on their faces the minute 
the door opened on the '78 race for NEFC 
champion. 
So there was Framingham, the arch 
enemy, closing in on the BSC goal line in the 
third quarter after an inopportune Bear 
fumble deep in their own territory-and with 
the score knotted at seven. 
And there was the Bear defense, digging in 
against the drive. The same Bear defense that 
has suffered an injury epidemic that might 
rival the Bubonic plague. BSC held, 
Framingham had to go for the field goal and, 
instead of a 14·7 count, the Bears were only 
down by three. 
So there was Framingham, driving for the 
go ahead touchdown late in the fourth quarter 
for the go' ahead score and it seemed, 
perhaps, that this time the odds had swung to 
the side of the bad guys. 
And then there was Pete Lacey, flirting with 
immortality-as if to say to the Framingham 
halfback,1'1l take that now, thank you." Like 
Havlicek against the 76'ers ,Lacey stole· the 
ball. 
Heroic? Maybe. Critical? Certainly. 
Around the two most decisive plays of this 
game there was waged a battle that had the 
kind of excitement which leaves football fans 
frothinq at the mouth. 
F ra~ingham scored first on the 51 yard run 
by halfback Bob Donovan, a senior who was 
the biggest headache to the Bears on the day 
with 128 yards on the ground. 
Bridgewater came back, led by Scott 
Armstrong (who finished with a 200-yard 
passing day). Armstrong rifled one into the 
hands of fullback Glenn Gallant and the extra 
point by Ernie Branco tied the score. 
Framingham countered with the field goal 
following the Bears' stand deep in their own 
territory and then Armstrong cranked up his 
arm again for the biggest play of the day-the 
go ahead score that saw end Larry Benninger 
haul in a pass for a 64 yard touchdown. 
What it allied to was Lacey's steal in which 
he actually tore the football away from a 
Framingham rtinning back. 
"Big play," agreed Coach Mazzaferro. 
"That play allowed us to get the ball back and 
run out the clock." 
Bridgewater did just that, running off their 
last set of downs before punter Dave Hickey 
ran out of his own endzone to take an 
intentional safety rather than put the ball up 
for a possible touchdown return by 
Framingham. 
The victory was somewhat clouded by a 
key injury to tailback Al Colarusso (bruised 
leg) who will probably miss next week's game. 
Also injured was the Bears' fine defensive 
tackle, Bob Colangeli. Coach Mazzeferro 
plans to try either Reg Emina or Carmine 
Frongillo in Colarusso's slot for the nest 
contest against Maine Maritime. 
'Tm pleased with the defense, they've 
·improved quite a bit," pointed out Mazzaferro 
who cautioned, 'Tm concerned mainly about 
injuries right now ... key injuries could hurt 
badly." 
Bridgewater will hope to patch their 
wounds for a battle against Maritime this 
Saturday at Maine. 
. Sports Notes 
COACHES: Please submit your choice for Sportsplayer of the Month 
to the Sports Dept_ at the Comment Office by Mon. Oct. 2. 
WRITERS: The Comment needs sports writers in the following areas: 
women's field hockey, women's tennis;andmen's soccer. Anyone 
int~rested 'in any of these positions should contact Elaine Martin, Sports 
EdItor, at the Comment office as soon as possible. 
~EN/5 . HOCKEY TEAM is looking for a manager. If anyone is 
mterested please contact Harry L~hmann, Physical Education 
department, or team co-captO:ins, Dan Mark or Jake McDermott. 
Bse kicker Ernie Branco tees offag,~inst 
, Framingham· in\ the game last Saturday. 
